FORD RENEWS $15.5 BILLION IN REVOLVING CORPORATE CREDIT LINES, ALIGNING THEM WITH SUSTAINABILITY PRIORITIES IN FORD+ STRATEGIC PLAN

Ford today announced the extension of $15.5 billion in revolving credit lines, which now include key metrics that further align the company’s financing actions with its commitment to operate a safe, sustainable and successful business – elements that are fundamental to the Ford+ plan for growth and value creation.

Specifically, the groundbreaking arrangement comprises extensions of three revolving credit lines: a five-year, $10.1 billion facility maturing in September 2026, along with a three-year, $3.4 billion facility and a three-year, $2.0 billion supplemental facility, both maturing in September 2024.

The facility renewals are distinguished by their inclusion of well-rounded measures demonstrating how Ford’s environmental, social and corporate governance, or ESG, initiatives are integrated throughout its business – including how the company is leading the electric-vehicle revolution.

Learn More

TWO-YEAR COMPLIMENTARY FORD PRO™ TELEMATICS EXTENDS TO 2022MY FORD POLICE INTERCEPTOR® UTILITY VEHICLES

Ford is pleased to continue the complimentary two-year Ford Pro Telematics subscription1 on every Police Interceptor Utility for 2022MY vehicles. This will be the third model year to receive the complimentary feature, as Ford also offered the complimentary service for fleets with 2020MY and 2021MY vehicles.

Ford Pro Telematics enables law enforcement fleets to gain insights on how Hybrid Technology vehicles positively impact fuel and CO2 emissions, monitor vehicle health, and keep track of all department vehicles with GPS. The easy-to-use web interface enables law enforcement leaders to manage vehicles in real time and quickly assess where action is required.

Learn More
IN WITH THE NEW

**2023 FORD E-SERIES®**
Cutaway and stripped chassis models available • 7.3L V8 Premium Rating engine • Bluetooth® capable AM/FM stereo with USB port (Cutaway)
**ORDER BANK OPEN 11/10**

**2022 FORD E-TRANSIT™**
E-Transit Cargo Van comes in 3 lengths and 3 roof heights, and has a targeted range of 120 miles,2 (Cargo Van low-roof models)
**ORDER BANK NOW OPEN**

**2022 FORD TRANSIT CONNECT®**
Length of 117.5” on Cargo Van (LWB)3 • Ford Co-Pilot360™ Technology4 driver-assist features • Seating for up to 7 people (Passenger Wagon)
**ORDER BANK NOW OPEN**

---

1Available with purchase of 2022 Police Interceptor vehicles with embedded modem. Requires modem activation. Terms and conditions apply. Complimentary 2-year service begins with warranty start date (after which a purchased subscription is required). Telematics service and features, and access to vehicle data depend on compatible AT&T network availability. Evolving technology/cellular networks/vehicle capability may limit functionality and prevent operation of connected features. 2EV/PHEV driving range: EPA-estimated. Range calculation based on fueleconomy.gov. Actual range varies with conditions such as external elements, driving behaviors, vehicle maintenance, and lithium-ion battery age. 3Long Wheelbase (LWB) with front-passenger seat folded down. 4Driver-assist features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s attention, judgment and need to control the vehicle. It does not replace safe driving. See Owner’s Manual for details and limitations.


The Bluetooth word mark is a trademark of the Bluetooth SIG, Inc.

Vehicle imagery may be computer-generated and may include available and aftermarket equipment.

---

**KEY CONNECTIONS**

**PDF DOWNLOADS**
- 2022 Fleet Preview Guide
- 2022 Police & Special Service Vehicles
- 2022 Safety & Technology Guide
- 2021 Competitive Comparison Guide
- 2021 Commercial Charging Guide

CLICK HERE for an extensive listing of information-packed Ford Fleet downloads.

**FORD WEBSITES**
- Ford Fleet
- Ford Vehicles
- Ford Police
- Ford Commercial Vehicle Center
- Ford Commercial Solutions
- Ford Owner
- Ford Credit®
- Ford Corporate
- Ford Protect™
- Ford Parts
- Ford Accessories
- Ford Media Center
- Ford Merchandise
- @Ford Online

**FORD SOCIAL MEDIA**
- Facebook
- Twitter
- Instagram
- YouTube
- Pinterest

**LINCOLN WEBSITES**
- Lincoln Vehicles
- Lincoln Owner
- Lincoln Protect®
- Lincoln Accessories
- Lincoln Media Center

**LINCOLN SOCIAL MEDIA**
- Facebook
- Twitter
- Instagram
- YouTube
- Pinterest

---

**FLEET CHARGING BUYER’S GUIDE**